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Seasonal Media Preview

SEASONAL MEDIA PREVIEWS

NYC  - AKA  Tribeca Hotel Penthouse Suite

February 2 - Load in and set up.  Each brand needs to have their products for display and 50 gift bag  
      items sent to the venue before hand so we can set up

February 3 - Event day, Blogtail Hour/Cinq à Sept (will require a few clients onsite details tbd), and load out that  

      evening

Please note that Home for the Holidays and Spring Fever will be lead by Lucid Communications. All media 

presentations will be done by Lucid on behalf of the client as media respond well to one on one pitches from 

our team. 

Please join us for an exciting seasonal preview of must-haves for the

holiday season – fashion and beauty to food and beverage.

Toronto -  The Ossington House (an elevated bnb experience in the heart of the vibrant Ossington strip)

February 11- Load in and set up.  Each brand needs to have their products for display and 50 gift bag  
      items sent to the venue before hand so we can set up

February 12 - Event day, Blogtail Hour/Cinq à Sept (will require a few clients onsite details tbd), and load out that  

      evening

February 4 - Desksiders - Lucid’s team will set up appointments at major magazine’s and will bring product to 
                     key editors that missed out on the actual event
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02/
About 

Celebrating our 13th year, Home for the Holidays and Spring Fever have become 
Toronto and  NYC’s  most well attended and high-profile bi-annual media events hosted by 
Lucid Communications. We have worked with various hotels in the past including The 
Hazelton Hotel, Windsor Arms, The Thompson Hotel, The Templar, and The Smyth Hotel.
We are now hosting the previews at an upscale airbnb in Toronto, The Ossington House,
and in NYC we host the presentations at the stunning aka Tribeca in their Penthouse suite.

The objective of this curated event is that all of our brands work well together to 
create an intimate, one-stop shopping environment for top-tier media to come and 
gather great story ideas for end of summer/gift guide season for long lead print 
publications.

An original media list is developed each season to include editors, producers and 
bloggers in the lifestyle, food & beverage, health & nutrition, bridal, baby, retail, 
design & décor and fashion & beauty beats. A compelling media save-the-date and 
subsequent invitation are created and distributed in order to book personalized one 
hour, one-on-one visits throughout the two-day set-up. 

The experiential activation is designed to engage, create interest, creatively tell each 
brand’s story, pitch product placement, and generate product trial, offer story angles 
and pitch spokesperson interviews on behalf of participating brands.
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We will be offering a bonus in our NYC presentation, and will take a small collection 
of products for each client around on desksider meetings with key outlets the following 
day that weren't able to make it out to ensure we get each brand in front of as many 
media as possible.  The costs are $2500/USD-$3500/USD depending on the contract 
you have with us.  We also can work on a sliding scale, and price out on a case-by-case
basis.

What we need from you:

- New material to prepare a new launch/Holiday focused press release to write and edit 
- Entire line for us to set up and pitch for both previews.  
- Gift bag items for media bags (50 each for both events )
- You’ll have to send products/items to both locations and arrange pick up. 

Our services include: 

- Media List management (print/broadcast/online/influencers)
- Event Planning and Coordination
- Secure high profile venue and partners
- Invite and RSVP Media Relations
- Writing/Editing seasonal focused release featuring products that tie into the 
 season as well as pitch short–lead stories for the online, producers and influencer                      
attendees. Will post online in our press room, and distribute it on it’s own to both CAN  
and U.S. media. Will embargo to go out closer to the season for short lead 
publications and producers.
- Booking schedule management
- Research and write media materials, inserting trends and tips from the client to  
position them as thought leaders (if applicable). Some brands can participate in the  
blogtail hour on the first day meeting beauty and lifestyle media and producers if it   
makes sense
- Onsite Media hosting and one-on-one presentations
- Gifting to key outlets (40/60)
- Report on comments/feedback
- Manage media requests and follow-up to encourage coverage as we enter into Spring

Pricing +
Breakdown 
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04/
Blogtail+
Beauty 
Cocktail
Hour

Late in the afternoon of Day 1 of the presentations, a Cinq-à-Sept cocktail event 
specifically for our beauty editor/writer/producers and blogger friends is hosted from 
5 – 7PM.  This event brings together key media and bloggers to preview the suite’s 
participants in a socially engaging and informal manner.  We also invite targeted 
media including beauty/travel/food/wine and other lifestyle media to the preview as 
well depending on the brands.

We will have our beauty brands offering up make-up and hair touch ups, mini-manis, 
beauty workshops and more.  

The PR team leads the media through the space, conducts presentations and 
conveys the key messages and answers questions. Participants are encouraged to 
engage via social media; signage is posted and cards are distributed which include 
Instagram and Twitter handles and hashtags.
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05/
Media

Here is a list of just some of the high profile media outlets who have attended and 
covered the new, seasonal products and trends in the past to name a few...
  
Canadian Living
FASHION magazine
Chatelaine magazine
CityLine (City TV)
Conde Nast Traveller
Hello! Canada
Globe and Mail
Sun Media
eTalk

Better Homes and Gardens
Toronto Star

Following the two-day event, we conduct both proactive and reactive media relations 
follow-up, and outlets are provided with a link to the microsite that we develop each 
season to showcase supporting media materials and images.  In addition, we 
coordinate on-site photography and sometimes video to capture the event to utilize in 
ongoing media relations activity.   
 
To ensure the participant’s seasonal stories remain top-of-mind, each journalist 
receives a bag of featured products to taste, try, photograph and report on for their 
upcoming gift guides, features and television shoots.
 
Media relations story pitching, placement and planning continues well after the last 
appointment to coordinate ongoing coverage with both attending and non-attending 
media.  All coverage is tracked, and shared on social media to increase exposure.

We will also set up and distribute the seasonal release individually a couple of weeks 
after to long lead publications, and embargo the release to go to short leads closer to 
the date a few months later to leverage story pick up. 

Style at Home
W Magazine
Canadian House & Home 

National Post
InStyle Magazine
Wedding Bells magazine
Elevate magazine

Where Toronto magazine
Flare magazine
Breakfast Television
Marilyn Dennis Show
Elle Canada
Style at Home
Hearst Publications
Huffington Post
The Kit
The Social
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Vogue

 Allure Magazine
People Magazine



Stocking	Stuffers	for	Women:	Fun	

Ideas	for	Her	Christmas	Stocking

TORONTONICITY.COM // BY: LORI BOSWORTH

For	The	Shop	Local	Lover

BEST HEALTH MAGAZINE // BY: ALYSSA BALL 

AND MELISSA GREER

A	Paleo	Beauty	Line	Actually	Exists

INSTYLE // BY: MARIANNE MYCHASKIW VOGUE // BY LAURA REGENSDORF

Toying	With	a	Trip	(or	Post-Election	Move)	

to	Canada?	We	Have	Your	Beauty	Needs	

Covered

60	Holiday	Gift	Ideas	For	Everyone	

On	Your	List!

HOUSE & HOME // BY: VICTORIA CHRISTIE & 

AMANDA DEMEKU

How	To	Pack	For	Every	Summer	

Social	Event

REFINERY 29 // BY: BLAIR RONAN

https://www.vogue.com/contributor/laura-regensdorf


Erin	Tracy	moonstone,	quartz	and	  

gold-plated-metal	necklace	in	Elle	

Canada

The	Sexy-Vibes	Kit	for	V-Day
21	Gifts	That	Give	Back	This	

Holiday	Season
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Facebook.com/SpringFeverH4TH

@lucid.pr 

To participate and for fees please email Michelle@lucidcommunications.ca
or call 416.640.5675 for Cananda and 323.348.6412 for U.S. inquiries

#SpringFever20  #H4TH20  
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www.h4thspringfever.com


